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this book presents a detailed analysis of the u s policy that was adopted toward cuba by the richard m nixon administration between
january 20 1969 and august 8 1974 based on governmental as well as other sources from both the u s and cuba this book examines the
rupture where the policy of passive containment was complemented with a policy of dirty war president nixon attempted to
reestablish a confrontational and violent path of action and once again cuba was exposed to a dirty war consisting of different forms of
aggressive terrorist activities since the conditions for this violent route had changed dramatically both in the u s and in cuba a policy
characterized by a continuity of the economic and psychological warfare came to be the central one for the nixon administration this
book is unique since it is written from a cuban perspective and it therefore complements and enriches the knowledge of the u s cuban
relationship during the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s and the policy adopted by the nixon administration it is of
relevance to everyone interested in the issue and especially for students and researchers within the disciplines of history and political
science in 1974 richard nixon s defense secretary james schlesinger announced that the united states would change its nuclear targeting
policy from assured destruction to limited nuclear options in this account of the schlesinger doctrine based on newly declassified
documents and extensive interviews with key actors terry terriff challenges the nixon administration s official explanation of why and
how this policy innovation occurred offering a fresh and challenging interpretation of the nixon kissinger foreign policy in both
historical and conceptual terms litwak focuses on the relationship between its two central elements the united states soviet detente and
the nixon doctrine which provided the basis not only for the subsequent american withdrawal from vietnam but also for united states
security policy toward the third world in general the husband and wife team s interviews with nixon intimates aides cabinet members
political opponents journalists and critics such as george mcgovern alexander haig and john erlichman offer insights into the man and
his administration and attempt to answer some of the questions that remain after his death discussion covers nixon s entire presidency
with analysis of domestic programs and foreign affairs the viet nam war and of course the watergate affair appendices offer a watergate
crimes roster and profiles of interviewees annotation copyright by book news inc portland or government whistleblowers contest
authoritarian power yet critical scholars have only minimally examined whistleblower discourses and hesitate to substantively
interrogate the ideology of statism in dissent discourse and democracy whistleblowers as sites of political contestation the author
addresses this exigency and critiques government whistleblowing discourses through an anarchist lens reifying a pattern of discursive
statist behaviors upon exposing government malfeasance whistleblowers and their corresponding symbolic designations endure an
erasure of agency via abstraction joshua guitar conceptualizes the totality of abstruction identifying it both as a rhetorical manifestation of
ideology and a method of critical rhetorical inquiry the author reveals how whistleblowing a quintessential tool of dissent within
democracy has been systematically constrained within the public forum and weaponized for statist interests scholars of political
communication and rhetoric will find this book particularly interesting presenting a fascinating insider s view of u s a f special
operations this volume brings to life the critical contributions these forces have made to the exercise of air space power focusing in
particular on the period between the korean war the indochina wars of 1950 1979 the accounts of numerous missions are profusely
illustrated with photos maps includes a discussion of af operations in europe during wwii as well as profiles of air commandos who
performed above beyond the call of duty reflects on the need for financial political support for restoration of the forces bibliography
extensive photos maps charts tables in imperfect strangers salim yaqub argues that the 1970s were a pivotal decade for u s arab relations
whether at the upper levels of diplomacy in street level interactions or in the realm of the imagination in those years americans and
arabs came to know each other as never before with western europe s imperial legacy fading in the middle east american commerce
and investment spread throughout the arab world the united states strengthened its strategic ties to some arab states even as it drew
closer to israel maneuvering moscow to the sidelines washington placed itself at the center of arab israeli diplomacy meanwhile the rise
of international terrorism the arab oil embargo and related increases in the price of oil and expanding immigration from the middle east
forced americans to pay closer attention to the arab world yaqub combines insights from diplomatic political cultural and immigration
history to chronicle the activities of a wide array of american and arab actors political leaders diplomats warriors activists scholars
businesspeople novelists and others he shows that growing interdependence raised hopes for a broad political accommodation between
the two societies yet a series of disruptions in the second half of the decade thwarted such prospects arabs recoiled from a u s brokered
peace process that fortified israel s occupation of arab land americans grew increasingly resentful of arab oil pressures attitudes
dovetailing with broader anti muslim sentiments aroused by the iranian hostage crisis at the same time elements of the u s intelligentsia
became more respectful of arab perspectives as a newly assertive arab american community emerged into political life these patterns
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left a contradictory legacy of estrangement and accommodation that continued in later decades and remains with us today most
americans consider détente the reduction of tensions between the united states and the soviet union to be among the nixon
administration s most significant foreign policy successes the diplomatic back channel that national security advisor henry kis america s
response to china has long been the standard resource for a succinct historically grounded assessment of an increasingly complicated
relationship written by one of america s leading diplomatic historians this book analyzes the concerns and conceptions that have shaped
u s china policy and examines their far reaching outcomes warren i cohen begins with the mercantile interests of the newly
independent american colonies and discusses subsequent events up to 2018 for this sixth edition cohen adds an analysis of the policies of
barack obama and extends his discussion of the chinese american relationship in the age of potential chinese ascendance and the
shrinking global influence of the united states including the complications of the presidency of donald trump trenchant and insightful
america s response to china is critically important for understanding u s china relations in the twenty first century in civil rights
advocacy on behalf of the poor catherine m paden examines five civil rights organizations and explores why they chose to represent
the poor specifically low income african americans during six legislative periods considering welfare reform tracing the evolution of the
u s army throughout american history the authors of this four volume series show that there is no such thing as a traditional u s
military policy rather the laws that authorize empower and govern the u s armed forces emerged from long standing debates and a
series of legislative compromises between 1903 and 1940 volume iv traces how total force policy has been implemented since 1970
drive critical engaged high level learning and skills developed with the ib this course book equips learners to analyze and articulate
complex historical concepts and contexts strengthening performance and potential enabling advanced understanding the student
centred approach actively builds refines and perfects higher level skills cover the new syllabus in the right level of depth with rich
thorough subject content from across the americas for topics 10 17 for paper 3 developed directly the with ib for the new syllabus first
examined 2017 truly engage learners with topical relevant material that convincingly connects learning with the modern global world
streamline your planning with a clear and thorough structure helping you logically progress through the syllabus build the advanced
level skills learners need for paper 3 with the student led approach driving active skills development and strengthening exam
performance integrate approaches to learning with atls like thinking communi the book examines how the coalition among the national
african american civil rights organizations disintegrated between 1967 and 1973 as a result of the factionalism that splintered the groups
from within as well as the federal government s sabotage of the civil rights movement focusing on four major civil rights groups
power politics and the decline of the civil rights movement a fragile coalition 1967 1973 documents how factions within the movement
and sabotage from the federal government led to the gradual splintering of the civil rights movement well known historian
christopher p lehman builds his case convincingly utilizing his original research on the movement s later years a period typically
overlooked and unexamined in the existing literature on the movement the book identifies how each civil rights group challenged
poverty violence and discrimination differently from one another and describes how the federal government intentionally
undermined civil rights organizations efforts it also shows how civil rights activists gravitated to political careers explains the rising
prominence of civil rights speakers to the movement in the absence of political organizing by civil rights groups and documents the
movement s influence upon richard nixon s presidency the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the
connected ebook with study center on casebookconnect you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience
including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities practice questions from your favorite
study aids an outline tool and other helpful resources in processes of constitutional decisionmaking an extraordinary team of authors
traces the historical political and social development of constitutional law students will consider constitutional questions in a broad
historical context with cutting edge insights from contemporary scholars this book has been updated to include all new developments in
the field and delivers strong chapters on the constitutional treatment of sex equality race civil rights separation of powers and
federalism key features coverage of recent cases and materials including obergefell v hodges same sex marriage whole woman s health
v hellerstedt abortion regulation zivotofsky v kerry presidential power fisher v university of texas affirmative action new discussion of
cooperative federalism sessions v morales santana sex equality most analysts have deemed richard nixon s challenge to the judicial
liberalism of the warren supreme court a failure a counterrevolution that wasn t nixon s court offers an alternative assessment kevin j
mcmahon reveals a nixon whose public rhetoric was more conservative than his administration s actions and whose policy towards the
court was more subtle than previously recognized viewing nixon s judicial strategy as part political and part legal mcmahon argues that
nixon succeeded substantially on both counts many of the issues dear to social conservatives such as abortion and school prayer were not
nearly as important to nixon consequently his nominations for the supreme court were chosen primarily to advance his law and order
and school desegregation agendas agendas the court eventually endorsed but there were also political motivations to nixon s approach he
wanted his judicial policy to be conservative enough to attract white southerners and northern white ethnics disgruntled with the
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democratic party but not so conservative as to drive away moderates in his own party in essence then he used his criticisms of the court
to speak to members of his silent majority in hopes of disrupting the long dominant new deal democratic coalition for mcmahon nixon s
judicial strategy succeeded not only in shaping the course of constitutional law in the areas he most desired but also in laying the
foundation of an electoral alliance that would dominate presidential politics for a generation investigates the involvement of presidents
kennedy lyndon johnson nixon ford carter reagan bush and clinton in the northern ireland troubleswhat influence did the irish
dimension have upon anglo american relations did the special relationship impact american and british handling of the atroubles what
motivated american policymaking towards northern ireland these are just some of the questions dealt with in this fascinating account of
anglo american relations and northern ireland developed through the prism of the u s presidency and drawing on american british and
irish archival material this major study examines the administrations of john f kennedy lyndon johnson richard nixon gerald ford
jimmy carter ronald reagan george h w bush and bill clinton tracing the attitudes of successive us presidents towards and their
involvement in the northern ireland conflict an indian spokesman calls for the federal government to reopen treaty making procedures
annotation although no woman has yet served as president of the united states women have played important roles within the
executive branch and have found many ways to exert pressure on the president in this work presidential scholar janet m martin
studies the influence of women on and in the american executive branch the presidency and women offers a sophisticated
understanding of the nation s largest interest group and insight into the nation s most visible office martin studies in detail the
presidencies of kennedy through carter demonstrating both the substantive growth in women s involvement in policy making and the
political showcasing of women appointees her analysis provides insight into the day to day interactions between the white house and
outside groups the outside political pressures for certain policy agendas and the internal white house dynamics in response to those
pressures this book weaves the actions of presidents their white house staff and others in government with the actions of women and
women s organizations the result is a longitudinal political narrative of the presidency and women from 1961 to 1981 with a focus on
domestic policy and the departments and agencies relating to that policy for over a century many have struggled to turn the
constitution s prime goal to establish justice into reality for americans who cannot afford lawyers through civil legal aid this book
explains how and why american statesman sargent shriver called the legal services program the most important of all the war on
poverty programs he started american bar association president edward kuhn said its creation was the most important development in
the history of the legal profession earl johnson jr a former director of the war on poverty s legal services program provides a vivid
account of the entire history of civil legal aid from its inception in 1876 to the current day the first to capture the full story of the
dramatic ongoing struggle to bring equal justice to those unable to afford a lawyer this monumental three volume work covers the
personalities and events leading to a national legal aid movement and decades later the federal government s entry into the field and its
creation of a unique institution an independent legal services corporation to run the program the narrative also covers the landmark
court victories the attorneys won and the political controversies those cases generated along with the heated congressional battles over
the shape and survival of the legal services corporation in the final chapters the author assesses the current state of civil legal aid and its
future prospects in the united states offers advice on improving scores on the clep and includes reviews for five clep subjects and five
full length practice tests with explanatory answers
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The Nixon Administration and Cuba 2021-05-11

this book presents a detailed analysis of the u s policy that was adopted toward cuba by the richard m nixon administration between
january 20 1969 and august 8 1974 based on governmental as well as other sources from both the u s and cuba this book examines the
rupture where the policy of passive containment was complemented with a policy of dirty war president nixon attempted to
reestablish a confrontational and violent path of action and once again cuba was exposed to a dirty war consisting of different forms of
aggressive terrorist activities since the conditions for this violent route had changed dramatically both in the u s and in cuba a policy
characterized by a continuity of the economic and psychological warfare came to be the central one for the nixon administration this
book is unique since it is written from a cuban perspective and it therefore complements and enriches the knowledge of the u s cuban
relationship during the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s and the policy adopted by the nixon administration it is of
relevance to everyone interested in the issue and especially for students and researchers within the disciplines of history and political
science

Large-scale Foreign Policy Change 1989

in 1974 richard nixon s defense secretary james schlesinger announced that the united states would change its nuclear targeting policy
from assured destruction to limited nuclear options in this account of the schlesinger doctrine based on newly declassified documents
and extensive interviews with key actors terry terriff challenges the nixon administration s official explanation of why and how this
policy innovation occurred

The Politics of a Guaranteed Income 1973

offering a fresh and challenging interpretation of the nixon kissinger foreign policy in both historical and conceptual terms litwak
focuses on the relationship between its two central elements the united states soviet detente and the nixon doctrine which provided
the basis not only for the subsequent american withdrawal from vietnam but also for united states security policy toward the third
world in general

The Nixon Administration and the Making of U.S. Nuclear Strategy 2018-05-31

the husband and wife team s interviews with nixon intimates aides cabinet members political opponents journalists and critics such as
george mcgovern alexander haig and john erlichman offer insights into the man and his administration and attempt to answer some of
the questions that remain after his death discussion covers nixon s entire presidency with analysis of domestic programs and foreign
affairs the viet nam war and of course the watergate affair appendices offer a watergate crimes roster and profiles of interviewees
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Détente and the Nixon Doctrine 1984

government whistleblowers contest authoritarian power yet critical scholars have only minimally examined whistleblower discourses
and hesitate to substantively interrogate the ideology of statism in dissent discourse and democracy whistleblowers as sites of political
contestation the author addresses this exigency and critiques government whistleblowing discourses through an anarchist lens reifying
a pattern of discursive statist behaviors upon exposing government malfeasance whistleblowers and their corresponding symbolic
designations endure an erasure of agency via abstraction joshua guitar conceptualizes the totality of abstruction identifying it both as a
rhetorical manifestation of ideology and a method of critical rhetorical inquiry the author reveals how whistleblowing a quintessential
tool of dissent within democracy has been systematically constrained within the public forum and weaponized for statist interests
scholars of political communication and rhetoric will find this book particularly interesting

Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts 1969

presenting a fascinating insider s view of u s a f special operations this volume brings to life the critical contributions these forces have
made to the exercise of air space power focusing in particular on the period between the korean war the indochina wars of 1950 1979
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the accounts of numerous missions are profusely illustrated with photos maps includes a discussion of af operations in europe during
wwii as well as profiles of air commandos who performed above beyond the call of duty reflects on the need for financial political
support for restoration of the forces bibliography extensive photos maps charts tables

Nixon 1996

in imperfect strangers salim yaqub argues that the 1970s were a pivotal decade for u s arab relations whether at the upper levels of
diplomacy in street level interactions or in the realm of the imagination in those years americans and arabs came to know each other as
never before with western europe s imperial legacy fading in the middle east american commerce and investment spread throughout
the arab world the united states strengthened its strategic ties to some arab states even as it drew closer to israel maneuvering moscow
to the sidelines washington placed itself at the center of arab israeli diplomacy meanwhile the rise of international terrorism the arab oil
embargo and related increases in the price of oil and expanding immigration from the middle east forced americans to pay closer
attention to the arab world yaqub combines insights from diplomatic political cultural and immigration history to chronicle the activities
of a wide array of american and arab actors political leaders diplomats warriors activists scholars businesspeople novelists and others he
shows that growing interdependence raised hopes for a broad political accommodation between the two societies yet a series of
disruptions in the second half of the decade thwarted such prospects arabs recoiled from a u s brokered peace process that fortified israel
s occupation of arab land americans grew increasingly resentful of arab oil pressures attitudes dovetailing with broader anti muslim
sentiments aroused by the iranian hostage crisis at the same time elements of the u s intelligentsia became more respectful of arab
perspectives as a newly assertive arab american community emerged into political life these patterns left a contradictory legacy of
estrangement and accommodation that continued in later decades and remains with us today

Congressional Record 1971

most americans consider détente the reduction of tensions between the united states and the soviet union to be among the nixon
administration s most significant foreign policy successes the diplomatic back channel that national security advisor henry kis

Dissent, Discourse, and Democracy 2021-10-01

america s response to china has long been the standard resource for a succinct historically grounded assessment of an increasingly
complicated relationship written by one of america s leading diplomatic historians this book analyzes the concerns and conceptions that
have shaped u s china policy and examines their far reaching outcomes warren i cohen begins with the mercantile interests of the
newly independent american colonies and discusses subsequent events up to 2018 for this sixth edition cohen adds an analysis of the
policies of barack obama and extends his discussion of the chinese american relationship in the age of potential chinese ascendance and
the shrinking global influence of the united states including the complications of the presidency of donald trump trenchant and
insightful america s response to china is critically important for understanding u s china relations in the twenty first century

Apollo's Warriors 1998-05

in civil rights advocacy on behalf of the poor catherine m paden examines five civil rights organizations and explores why they chose
to represent the poor specifically low income african americans during six legislative periods considering welfare reform

Imperfect Strangers 2016-08-10

tracing the evolution of the u s army throughout american history the authors of this four volume series show that there is no such
thing as a traditional u s military policy rather the laws that authorize empower and govern the u s armed forces emerged from long
standing debates and a series of legislative compromises between 1903 and 1940 volume iv traces how total force policy has been
implemented since 1970
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Nixon's Back Channel to Moscow 2017-01-17

drive critical engaged high level learning and skills developed with the ib this course book equips learners to analyze and articulate
complex historical concepts and contexts strengthening performance and potential enabling advanced understanding the student
centred approach actively builds refines and perfects higher level skills cover the new syllabus in the right level of depth with rich
thorough subject content from across the americas for topics 10 17 for paper 3 developed directly the with ib for the new syllabus first
examined 2017 truly engage learners with topical relevant material that convincingly connects learning with the modern global world
streamline your planning with a clear and thorough structure helping you logically progress through the syllabus build the advanced
level skills learners need for paper 3 with the student led approach driving active skills development and strengthening exam
performance integrate approaches to learning with atls like thinking communi

A New Federalism 1973

the book examines how the coalition among the national african american civil rights organizations disintegrated between 1967 and
1973 as a result of the factionalism that splintered the groups from within as well as the federal government s sabotage of the civil rights
movement focusing on four major civil rights groups power politics and the decline of the civil rights movement a fragile coalition
1967 1973 documents how factions within the movement and sabotage from the federal government led to the gradual splintering of
the civil rights movement well known historian christopher p lehman builds his case convincingly utilizing his original research on
the movement s later years a period typically overlooked and unexamined in the existing literature on the movement the book
identifies how each civil rights group challenged poverty violence and discrimination differently from one another and describes how
the federal government intentionally undermined civil rights organizations efforts it also shows how civil rights activists gravitated to
political careers explains the rising prominence of civil rights speakers to the movement in the absence of political organizing by civil
rights groups and documents the movement s influence upon richard nixon s presidency

America's Response to China 2019-09-24

the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook with study center on casebookconnect
you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including lifetime access to the online ebook with
highlight annotation and search capabilities practice questions from your favorite study aids an outline tool and other helpful resources
in processes of constitutional decisionmaking an extraordinary team of authors traces the historical political and social development of
constitutional law students will consider constitutional questions in a broad historical context with cutting edge insights from
contemporary scholars this book has been updated to include all new developments in the field and delivers strong chapters on the
constitutional treatment of sex equality race civil rights separation of powers and federalism key features coverage of recent cases and
materials including obergefell v hodges same sex marriage whole woman s health v hellerstedt abortion regulation zivotofsky v kerry
presidential power fisher v university of texas affirmative action new discussion of cooperative federalism sessions v morales santana
sex equality

Foreign Relations of the United States 1969

most analysts have deemed richard nixon s challenge to the judicial liberalism of the warren supreme court a failure a
counterrevolution that wasn t nixon s court offers an alternative assessment kevin j mcmahon reveals a nixon whose public rhetoric
was more conservative than his administration s actions and whose policy towards the court was more subtle than previously
recognized viewing nixon s judicial strategy as part political and part legal mcmahon argues that nixon succeeded substantially on both
counts many of the issues dear to social conservatives such as abortion and school prayer were not nearly as important to nixon
consequently his nominations for the supreme court were chosen primarily to advance his law and order and school desegregation
agendas agendas the court eventually endorsed but there were also political motivations to nixon s approach he wanted his judicial
policy to be conservative enough to attract white southerners and northern white ethnics disgruntled with the democratic party but
not so conservative as to drive away moderates in his own party in essence then he used his criticisms of the court to speak to members
of his silent majority in hopes of disrupting the long dominant new deal democratic coalition for mcmahon nixon s judicial strategy
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succeeded not only in shaping the course of constitutional law in the areas he most desired but also in laying the foundation of an
electoral alliance that would dominate presidential politics for a generation

Civil Rights Advocacy on Behalf of the Poor 2013-03-14

investigates the involvement of presidents kennedy lyndon johnson nixon ford carter reagan bush and clinton in the northern ireland
troubleswhat influence did the irish dimension have upon anglo american relations did the special relationship impact american and
british handling of the atroubles what motivated american policymaking towards northern ireland these are just some of the questions
dealt with in this fascinating account of anglo american relations and northern ireland developed through the prism of the u s
presidency and drawing on american british and irish archival material this major study examines the administrations of john f
kennedy lyndon johnson richard nixon gerald ford jimmy carter ronald reagan george h w bush and bill clinton tracing the attitudes of
successive us presidents towards and their involvement in the northern ireland conflict

Grand Jury Reform 1977

an indian spokesman calls for the federal government to reopen treaty making procedures

Deposition Transcripts from the Committee Investigation Into the White House Office
Travel Matter 1996

annotation although no woman has yet served as president of the united states women have played important roles within the
executive branch and have found many ways to exert pressure on the president in this work presidential scholar janet m martin
studies the influence of women on and in the american executive branch the presidency and women offers a sophisticated
understanding of the nation s largest interest group and insight into the nation s most visible office martin studies in detail the
presidencies of kennedy through carter demonstrating both the substantive growth in women s involvement in policy making and the
political showcasing of women appointees her analysis provides insight into the day to day interactions between the white house and
outside groups the outside political pressures for certain policy agendas and the internal white house dynamics in response to those
pressures this book weaves the actions of presidents their white house staff and others in government with the actions of women and
women s organizations the result is a longitudinal political narrative of the presidency and women from 1961 to 1981 with a focus on
domestic policy and the departments and agencies relating to that policy

The Evolution of U.S. Military Policy from the Constitution to the Present, Volume IV
2020-06-23

for over a century many have struggled to turn the constitution s prime goal to establish justice into reality for americans who cannot
afford lawyers through civil legal aid this book explains how and why american statesman sargent shriver called the legal services
program the most important of all the war on poverty programs he started american bar association president edward kuhn said its
creation was the most important development in the history of the legal profession earl johnson jr a former director of the war on
poverty s legal services program provides a vivid account of the entire history of civil legal aid from its inception in 1876 to the current
day the first to capture the full story of the dramatic ongoing struggle to bring equal justice to those unable to afford a lawyer this
monumental three volume work covers the personalities and events leading to a national legal aid movement and decades later the
federal government s entry into the field and its creation of a unique institution an independent legal services corporation to run the
program the narrative also covers the landmark court victories the attorneys won and the political controversies those cases generated
along with the heated congressional battles over the shape and survival of the legal services corporation in the final chapters the author
assesses the current state of civil legal aid and its future prospects in the united states
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Oxford IB Diploma Programme: History of the Americas 1880-1981 Course Companion
2015-07-23

offers advice on improving scores on the clep and includes reviews for five clep subjects and five full length practice tests with
explanatory answers

The Nixon Watch 1970

Papers Commissioned for a Workshop on the Federal Role in Research and Development
1985-01-01

Public Health Issues and Drug Abuse Research 1982

Research Issues 1974

Daily Report 1972

Power, Politics, and the Decline of the Civil Rights Movement 2014-07-29

Processes of Constitutional Decisionmaking 2018-02-22

American Prisoners of War in Southeast Asia 1971

Hearings 1971

Nixon's Court 2011-09-19

Soviet Involvement in the Middle East and the Western Response 1971

Politics of Diplomacy 2017-02-03

Behind the Trail of Broken Treaties 1985-03-01

Soviet Involvement in the Middle East and the Western Response, Joint Hearings Before
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the Subcommittee on Europe and the Subcommittee on the NearEast... 92-1, October 19,
20, 21; November 2 and 3, 1971 1971

The Presidency and Women 2003

Federal Response to Hurricane Camille 1970

OMB's Response to Government Management Failures 1991

To Establish Justice for All 2013-11-12

CLEP Success 2007-05-04

Review of Federal Statistical Programs 1969
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